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This article is of interest to the following WikiProjects:

WikiProject Former countries (Rated List-class)

This article is within the scope of WikiProject Former countries, a collaborative effort to
improve Wikipedia's coverage of defunct states and territories (and their subdivisions). If
you would like to participate, please join the project.

 List This article has been rated as List-Class on the project's quality scale.

WikiProject Judaism (Rated List-class, Mid-importance)

This article is within the scope of WikiProject Judaism, a collaborative effort to improve the
coverage of Judaism-related articles on Wikipedia. If you would like to participate, please visit
the project page, where you can join the discussion and see a list of open tasks.

 List This article has been rated as List-Class on the project's quality scale.
 Mid This article has been rated as Mid-importance on the project's importance scale.

WikiProject Jewish history (Rated List-class)

This article is within the scope of WikiProject Jewish history, a collaborative effort to
improve the coverage of Jewish history on Wikipedia. If you would like to participate,
please visit the project page, where you can join the discussion and see a list of open
tasks.

 List This article has been rated as List-Class on the project's quality scale.
 ??? This article has not yet received a rating on the project's importance scale.

To-do list:
edit (https://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Wikipedia:WikiProject_Jewish_history/to_do&action=edit) · history (https
://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Wikipedia:WikiProject_Jewish_history/to_do&action=history) · watch (https://en.wi
kipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Wikipedia:WikiProject_Jewish_history/to_do&action=watch) · purge (https://en.wikipedia.

org/w/index.php?title=Talk:List_of_Jews_born_in_the_Russian_Empire_and_the_Soviet_Union&action=purge)

WikiProject Biography (Rated List-class)

This article is within the scope of WikiProject Biography, a collaborative effort to create,
develop and organize Wikipedia's articles about people. All interested editors are invited to
join the project and contribute to the discussion. For instructions on how to use this banner,
please refer to the documentation.

 List This article has been rated as List-Class on the project's quality scale.

WikiProject Belarus    (Inactive)

This article is within the scope of WikiProject Belarus, a project which is currently considered to
be inactive.

WikiProject Russia / History (Rated List-class)

Here are some tasks awaiting attention:
Article requests : Occult writers and antisemitism, Symche Spira, Isaac Yaso, Menashe
Zemro, Yosef Hadane, Sharon Shalom, Yefet Alemu, Shmuel Beru, Abraham Adgeh, Omri
Teg'Amlak Avera
Assess : Yahweh, V-2 missile launch site, Blizna, SS-Truppenübungsplatz Heidelager
Cleanup : Xueta (quite a mess), Jewish assimilation, History of the Jews in Austria, and
Dreyfus Affair
Copyedit : International response to the Holocaust, History of the Jews during World War
II, Anti-Semitism
Expand : Way of the Patriarchs, V-2 missile launch site, Blizna, SS-Truppenübungsplatz
Heidelager
NPOV : Category:Hasmonean dynasty, Yahweh, List of minor Old Testament figures, A–K,
List of minor Old Testament figures, L–Z
Stubs : Category:Jewish history stubs, Category:Jewish biography stubs
Update : Jewish quota
Other : *Review: Föhrenwald (expanded)

Translate: from German (http://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/Judensau): Judensau
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This article is within the scope of WikiProject Russia, a WikiProject dedicated to coverage
of Russia on Wikipedia. 
To participate: Feel free to edit the article attached to this page, join up at the project
page, or contribute to the project discussion.

 List This article has been rated as List-Class on the project's quality scale.
 ??? This article has not yet received a rating on the project's importance scale.

This article is supported by the history of Russia task force.

WikiProject Soviet Union (Rated List-class, Low-importance)

This article is within the scope of WikiProject Soviet Union, a collaborative effort to
improve the coverage of the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics (USSR) on Wikipedia. If
you would like to participate, please visit the project page, where you can join the
discussion and see a list of open tasks.

 List This article has been rated as List-Class on the project's quality scale.
 Low This article has been rated as Low-importance on the project's importance scale.

WikiProject Lists (Rated List-class)

This article is within the scope of WikiProject Lists, an attempt to structure and organize all
list pages on Wikipedia. If you wish to help, please visit the project page, where you can join
the project and/or contribute to the discussion.

 List This article has been rated as List-Class on the project's quality scale.
 ??? This article has not yet received a rating on the project's importance scale.

Start a new discussion thread (https://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title
=Talk:List_of_Jews_born_in_the_Russian_Empire_and_the_Soviet_Uni

on&action=edit&section=new)

The source presented is the only reliable source that I could find when searching for Makarevich that connects him with
something Jewish. Given that it is publically known his band have made anti-semitic comments in the past, its gonna take
some more direct evidence than a page that lists him as an entertainer at a Jewish event. "Leading Russian actors and
musicians performed free-of-charge." - It doesn't say the event is only inclusive of Russian-Jewish entertainers, and goes on to
mention how many people went to the event. 141.213.212.15 18:13, 5 December 2006 (UTC)

The source says "This year, preparations for the Rosh ha-Shana involved people from all walks
of the Moscow Jewish community. The capital’s foremost restaurants and caterers provided
food and beverages for the reception, evidently trying to impress the guests with the quality of
their specialties. Taking part in the entertainment program, called “Together for 200 Years,”
were Iosif Kobzon, Mikhail Zhvanetsky, Maxim Dunaevsky and Andrei Makarevich" - in other
words, these entertainers are from the Moscow Jewish community. If indeed members of his
band (but not him?) have made anti-semitic comments, it is not unknown for Jews to make
anti-semitic comments.--Runcorn 19:12, 5 December 2006 (UTC)

"Leading Russian actors and musicians performed free-of-charge." It doesn't say they
were only Russian-Jewish. I'm not suggesting his anti-semitic comments conflict with his
possible Jewishness, just that given this fact, a source as indirect as the one above is not
appropriate. If Andrei is Jewish, I don't see why that would have to be the only source
that even hints at it. Just leave the on so maybe some Russian speakers will find a more
direct source. Meanwhile I'm emailing a fan page of the band and asking if they can
direct me to some information and save trouble. 141.213.212.15 06:25, 6 December
2006 (UTC)

Best source I could find was an interview where Makarevich jokingly reffers to his
Jewishness. AllenHansen (talk) 14:35, 14 January 2008 (UTC)

I notice that the references to Vladimir Lenin and his Jewish ancestry were removed (again). Lenin had Jewish ancestry, and
was sourced as such on this page (while masses of the other unsourced names are allowed to remain?); despite the reliable
source, his name was still removed from the article (removed about 4-5 times at last count). The following quotes from Yuri
Slezkine's book The Jewish Century (Princeton, 2004: ISBN 0691127603) demonstrate the importance/relevance of Lenin's
Jewish ancestry during the Soviet era and should put an end to these baseless and censorious reversions:

But of course the most sensitive "nationality" [ethnicity] of all was Lenin's. In 1924, Lenin's
sister Anna discovered that their maternal grandfather, Aleksandr Dmitrievich Blank, had been born Srul (Israel), the son of Moshko
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Itskovich Blank, in the shtetl Starokonstantinov [Old Konstantinov] in Volynia [Volhynia, now Ukraine]. When Kamenev found out, he
said, "I've always though so," to which Bukharin allegedly replied: "Who cares what you think? The question is, what are we going to
do?" What "they," or rather, the Party through the Lenin Institute, did was proclaim this fact "inappropriate for publication" and decree
that it be "kept secret." In 1932 and again in 1934, Anna Ilinichna [Lenin's sister] begged Stalin to reconsider, claiming that her
discovery was, on the one hand, an important scientific confirmation of the "exceptional ability of the Semitic tribe" and "the
extraordinarily beneficial influence of its blood on the offspring of mixed marriages"; and, on the other, a potent weapon against anti-
Semitism "owing to the prestige and love that [Vladimir] Ilich [Lenin] enjoys among the masses." Lenin's own Jewishness, she
argued, was the best proof of the accuracy of his view that the Jewish nation possessed a peculiar " 'tenacity' in struggle" and a
highly revolutionary disposition. "Generally speaking," she concluded, "I do not understand what reasons we, as Communists, may
have for concealing this fact. Logically, this does not follow from the recognition of the full equality of all nationalities." Stalin's
response was an order to "keep absolutely quiet." Anna Ilinichna did. The enemies of the regime were deprived of additional anti-
Semitic ammunition. (pgs. 245-246)

All advanced Jews supported assimilation, according to Lenin, but it is also true that many of the "great leaders of democracy and
socialism" came from "the best representatives of the Jewish world." Lenin himself did [have Jewish ancestry], through his maternal
grandfather, although he probably did not know it. When his sister, Anna, found out, she wrote to Stalin that she was not surprised,
and "this fact" was "another proof of the exceptional ability of the Semitic tribe," and that Lenin had always contrasted "what he
called its 'tenacity' in struggle with the more sluggish and lackadaisical Russian character." (pg. 163)

And in 1965, all archival documents relating to Lenin's Jewish grandfather were ordered "removed without leaving any copies." (pg.
338)

--WassermannNYC 09:02, 23 March 2007 (UTC)

Nobody is denying that Lenin had some Jewish ancestry. However, the general practice on these lists is only to include people who either are Jewish, have a Jewish parent
or have been described as Jewish. Thus Jack Straw is not on the List of British Jewish politicians and Olivia Newton-John is not on the List of British Jewish entertainers.-
-20.138.246.89 10:30, 23 March 2007 (UTC)

Interesting you write that, as you have been reverting to include, on List of Iberian Jews and List of Sephardic Jews, the
allegedly distantly converso Columbus, who, if this fringe theory holds any water, was supposedly one-fourth converso via João
Gonçalves Zarco. Mehmeda 03:02, 24 March 2007 (UTC)

Yes User:20.138.246.89, what about those edits? You would be displaying monstrous hypocrisy (and POV) if you've been
making these edits that User:Mehmeda mentions (as you indeed have), and then turning around not allowing this one to
proceed. --WassermannNYC 06:15, 25 March 2007 (UTC)

Wrong answer. Lenin was at least 25% Jewish (1 Jewish grandparent: possibly more) and thus is 'Jewish enough' to belong on this
list. Lenin was, as you can read for yourself, apparently 'Jewish enough' for the government of the USSR to try and hide the fact that
he had significant Jewish ancestry (QUOTE: "...all archival documents relating to Lenin's Jewish grandfather were ordered 'removed
without leaving any copies' "). This fact alone (that the Soviet government tried to cover-up his Jewishness) makes him notable
enough as a Jew (and 'Jewish enough' to be on this list). You also write that: "[they must] have been described as Jewish" -- well,
Lenin's sister Anna (as you can read) tried to have Lenin 'described as Jewish,' (i.e. she wanted to reveal the fact that Lenin had
Jewish ancestry to the public), yet this 'request' was refused by the higher-ups in the Soviet apparatus multiple times as these
paragraphs lay out. You also write that "[they must] have a Jewish parent," yet you neglect to mention the fact that his mother was
directly descended from a 'full Jew' (please READ: "...their maternal grandfather, Aleksandr Dmitrievich Blank, had been born Srul
(Israel), the son of Moshko Itskovich Blank"). Also, most if not all of the Lists of Jews here on Wikipedia are full of half-Jews, quarter-
Jews, etc., so to leave Lenin out because he isn't 'Jewish enough' (as you claim) when all of the other lists clearly have individuals
listed that are 'less Jewish' than Lenin is pure censorship. Are paragraphs of reliable sources not enough for you, or do you like to
use obscure quasi-Jewish British figures (people that are 1/8 Jewish: whatever) to try and censor valid and relevant information? --
WassermannNYC 13:08, 23 March 2007 (UTC)

"Jewish enough" means nothing. He was not Jewish according to Jewish law or tradition (which would require at least a Jewish mother, not a Jewish maternal
grandfather), nor are there any reliable sources that describe him as Jewish. Remove the junk from the other Jewish lists, don't add more here. Jayjg (talk) 19:05, 23 March
2007 (UTC)

Jayjg: is a book written by a professor at Berkeley and published by Princeton Univ. Press (The Jewish Century) not a "reliable
source" in your eyes? You people seem to think that ALL information is already to be found on the Internet, when that is clearly
not the case. Also, there are hundreds if not thousands of people added to the Lists of Jews here on Wikipedia that are
'allowed' to be on these lists even though there were/are as Jewish as Lenin was. Also, if I try to add Jews to ANY list (or even
remove them), the additions (or even the entire lists: see List of Jewish American businesspeople) end up gettting wiped out by
editors with agendas. --WassermannNYC 06:15, 25 March 2007 (UTC)

Your source doesn't claim he was a Jew, it claims he had Jewish ancestry. There is a significant difference. Please try not
to turn Wikipedia into a forum for promoting racist "One drop rule" views. Jayjg (talk) 17:40, 26 March 2007 (UTC)

Please don't accuse me of racism Jayjg (because that is slander), especially when people here could easily accuse
you of rampant personal POV (philo-Semitism) in regards to MANY/MOST of your 'edits' (actually, you don't really
'edit' anything, you just delete the contributions of others) here on Wikipedia and would have plently of evidence to
back up that fact. But I'd like to know, as it regards Lenin: is being 25% Jewish considered "one-drop" in your eyes?
Again, I'd also like to direct you to the fact that nearly ALL of the Lists of Jews here on Wikipedia included people
that are/were less Jewish than Lenin was. It is hypocritical to include people who are/were less Jewish than Lenin
was on those lists while keeping people who were at least 25% Jewish off of this one. --WassermannNYC 07:32, 27
March 2007 (UTC)

I haven't accused you of antisemitism, I've pointed out that Wikipedia does not go by the "one drop rule", but
rather by WP:ATT, and that your sources do not even claim he was a Jew. As for ALL lists of Jews, feel free to
delete any that aren't properly sourced. I'm going to start cleaning up this one, starting from the top down.
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That means none of this "Jewish ancestry", "part Jewish", "Jewish grandfather", "Jewish father", etc.
nonsense. Either a reliable source identifies the person as a Jew, or he/she goes. I'll give the first section a
week. Jayjg (talk) 19:12, 29 March 2007 (UTC)

Where are there people who are less than 25% Jewish on these lists?--20.138.246.89 10:36, 27 March 2007 (UTC)

His maternal grandfather wasn't even Jewish. The Jewish one was his great-grandfather Moshe Blank, who tried to assimilate his
entire family. His son Srul had assimilated and took a new name as well. Why, Wassermann, do you not include Lenin on a List of
Swedes and Germans and Kalmyks then? He was, after all, one-fourth Kalmyk and one-eighth German and Swedish? Mehmeda
03:02, 24 March 2007 (UTC)

Go ahead and add Lenin to the lists of Swedes, Germans, and Kalmyks -- no one is stopping you. One thing stopping you
though might be the fact that not all of those lists exist. --WassermannNYC 06:15, 25 March 2007 (UTC)

There's not a list of Kalmyks but there is a Kalmyks article and probably a category. Why are you so set on adding him to
the Russian Jewish list and not those? By the way, this is hardly censorship since its mentioned right in the Vladimir Lenin
biography that he had a Jewish ancestor. Mehmeda 21:14, 25 March 2007 (UTC)

Some manic purists who believe in pure 100% ethnicity, like for example Mehmeda and Jayjg, or ignorants on history (not only about chess), like many anonymouses
(anti-Semitists and quasi anti-Semitists or nationalistic patriots), do not like sources which overturn their conviction. Yuri Slezkine, Jewish-Russian historian, an author of
"The Jewish Century" (a bestseller !), wrote about many prominent Jewish politicians, artists, and others from Russia, Ukraine, Belarus, etc. Jayjg have written a curious
sentence: "Please try not to turn Wikipedia into a forum for promoting racist". What does it mean ? Most of Jews are proud of both their secular European , American, etc.
heritage (even mixed ancestry) and Jewish heritage (not only Jewish law). I suggest for such "Jewish supporters" to read a book "Jews: The Essence and Character of a
People" by Arthur Herzberg. Mibelz 21:10, 30 March 2007 (UTC)

I'm not insisting on anything but that you follow policy. That means attributing your claims. Don't remove the requests for citation
again; instead find reliable sources that say these people are Jews. According to WP:BLP "Be very firm about high quality
references, particularly about details of personal lives. Unsourced or poorly sourced contentious material — whether negative,
positive, or just highly questionable — about living persons should be removed immediately and without discussion from
Wikipedia articles, talk pages, user pages, and project space." By rights I should simply delete every item that is not properly
sourced. Instead I'm giving editors time to find sources; I've even found sources myself. If you continue to do this, in violation of
WP:ATT and particularly WP:BLP you will be blocked. Jayjg (talk) 22:46, 30 March 2007 (UTC)

Obviously, many editors of this page are rather busy at this time of year, so referencing may take some time.--Runcorn 17:43, 31 March 2007 (UTC)

I'm not asking for the entire page to be referenced. I've started with one small section, and said I'll wait a week. I've even referenced
one person on the list, to show how it's done. I don't think that's unreasonable. Jayjg (talk) 03:32, 1 April 2007 (UTC)

Really, given that we are about to have a major Jewish festival, I would urge you to be a little flexible on that.--Runcorn 13:03, 1 April 2007 (UTC)

Fine, I'll wait two weeks. That should be enough. Jayjg (talk) 19:22, 1 April 2007 (UTC)

Mr. Jayjg, try a case on its merits, please. Make a substantial discussion of the definition of "List of Jews" (list of people identified as
Jews, either by themselves or by others, and how narrow or wide one defines it). It is more effective than the use of threats. As a
scientist, I dislike the word "block" when talking about "facts". Of course, it is no problem to find proper citations on those famous
politicians. --Mibelz, PhD, 14:32, 1 April 2007 (UTC)

Wikipedia doesn't define who a Jew is; Wikipedia cites whatever reliable sources say is a Jew. Wikipedia doesn't have special
inclusion rules for "List of Jews" pages that do not apply to other Wikipedia pages. Jayjg (talk) 19:22, 1 April 2007 (UTC)
And by the way, every time I see another inclusion of a person using sources which don't claim that the person is a Jew, but
merely has some sort of Jewish ancestry, I'm going to delete two names, including the person who was inserted with a bogus
source. Jayjg (talk) 19:27, 1 April 2007 (UTC)

So let's get this straight - you're prepared to delete a properly sourced undoubted Jew like Zinoviev because you don't approve of another entry?--Runcorn 19:43, 1 April
2007 (UTC)

No, that was an accident, although I'm dubious about the spartacus site. However, every time I see a bogus reference used for a
living person on this page, I will delete that person along with another living person without any reference. Perhaps this will help
people understand that WP:BLP is a serious policy, and that this is a list of Jews, not a list of "part-Jews", "half-Jews", "people with
some Jewish ancestry", "people who had a Jewish grandfather who converted to Christianity" etc. Jayjg (talk) 19:49, 1 April 2007
(UTC)
Well, I waited 6 weeks; there's been some improvement, but not much. Jayjg (talk) 15:07, 15 May 2007 (UTC)

I'm quite sure that the new category, Category:Former Jews, could apply to MANY of the people on this list, especially in regards to the (ethnic) Jews during the Soviet era.
The Soviet govt. officially espoused/encouraged atheism (per pure Communist doctrine), and thus any person seeking to rise high in the party would probably have been
an admitted atheist/agnostic and would probably have totally repudiated any and all forms of religion. Thus, I believe that many of the (ethnic) Jews on this list (esp.
people whose family possibly practiced Judaism when they were young) would fit nicely in Category:Former Jews. If anyone has the time and an interest in this subject,
please help me to build up this category. --WassermannNYC 02:31, 28 March 2007 (UTC)

I am afraid that term "Former Jews" is rather nonsense. For example, Baruch Spinoza was a Jew or "former Jew" ?! In my opinion,
there are problems with Lists of Jews, because of lack of the definition. I opt for a wide one, including ethnic background (even
partial, maternal or paternal), and/or religion (Judaism, Karaite, etc.), and/or secular Jewish ideologies (Zionism, Marxism), and/or

New Category:Former Jews
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culture (Ashkenazi, Sephardi, Mizrahi), and/or language (literature in Hebrew, Yiddish, Ladino, etc.). --Mibelz 22:00, 30 March 2007
(UTC)

What is "www.spartacus.schoolnet.co.uk/"? What makes it a reliable source? Jayjg (talk) 19:24, 1 April 2007 (UTC)

It's a well-respected British educational website.--Runcorn 19:46, 1 April 2007 (UTC)

Can you provide a reference indicating that it is a "well-respected British educational website"? Jayjg (talk) 19:49, 1 April 2007 (UTC)

See the links from Spartacus Educational, and here (http://www.schoolhistory.co.uk/history_links.htm).--Runcorn 22:19, 2 April 2007
(UTC)

I have commented out the unreferenced names here using the html comment feature (<!-- and -->). These need to have sources for each name listed and should not really
be re-added (uncommented) until the source can be provided. Yes, I know some of these are "DUH"s, but we need to be strict when dealing with sources. Mahalo. --Ali'i
16:39, 4 June 2007 (UTC)

I don't think that Szewińska is and Mandelstam was Russian Jews. Kirszensztajn is a daughter of Polish Jews, Mandelstam was a child of Polish Jews also (born in
Warsaw).... Warsaw Jews are not Polish Jews? ;) Kowalmistrz 13:22, 4 July 2007 (UTC)

The title is wrong. It is not a list of Jews. It is a list of prominent or notable or famous Jews. — DIV (128.250.204.118 06:44, 7 November 2007 (UTC))

Why are there no writers listed, even though a picture of Babel is shown? I've taken steps to rectify this. AllenHansen (talk) 11:28, 10 January 2008 (UTC)

The article was moved to List of Jews from Russia, Ukraine, and Belarus. I have moved it back, as I do not believe that the extra comma is grammatically correct.--Yehudi
(talk) 16:39, 31 July 2008 (UTC)

Well I believe it is. It is actually more appropriate that the extra comma be added due to specific structural differences. Therefore, I
shall revert back. Marcus2 (talk) 20:36, 31 July 2008 (UTC)

As a point of grammar the "and" is doing the work of the last comma, hence the comma is redundant.--Yehudi (talk) 12:54, 5 September 2008 (UTC)

The wikipedia entry for Maria Yudina says "She can also be considered one of the great Christian thinkers of Russia in the twentieth century". If this is so, then who's
wrong - the author of this quote or the incorrect assumption that she is Jewish? Ykerzner (talk) 02:31, 24 April 2009 (UTC)

As with most of the other Wiki lists of "jews" this one includes quite a few that aren't by definition Jewish (Vladimir Zhirnovsky, Boris Nemtsov, and probably some others)
Jewishness is passed down through the Matrineral line or religous conversion and neither of them have these. Smacks of generalising and even racism —Preceding unsigned

comment added by 75.118.14.255 (talk) 02:22, 28 May 2009 (UTC)

Moved from Category talk:List of Jews born in the former Russian Empire.

I am quite puzzled as I have found such a category by typing List of Jews born in the former Russian Empire into Google. And Dobrowen is in that Wiki list. — Preceding

unsigned comment added by Uranrising (talk • contribs) 14:48, 13 September 2011 (UTC)

I have removed the category (http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Issay_Dobrowen&diff=prev&oldid=450453050) from
Dobrowen's page, since it's a redlink. If someone wants to create this category, though, feel free to re-add it. Avic

ennasis @ 11:43, 15
Elul 5771 / 11:43, 14 September 2011 (UTC)

Hello fellow Wikipedians,
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I have just added archive links to 2 external links on List of Jews born in the Russian Empire and the Soviet Union. Please take a moment to review my edit (https://en.wik
ipedia.org/w/index.php?diff=prev&oldid=700372071). If necessary, add {{cbignore}} after the link to keep me from modifying it. Alternatively, you can add
{{nobots|deny=InternetArchiveBot}} to keep me off the page altogether. I made the following changes:

Added archive https://web.archive.org/20070212173525/http://www.eastlondonhistory.com:80/bernard%20delfont.htm to
http://www.eastlondonhistory.com/bernard%20delfont.htm
Added archive https://web.archive.org/20070930204301/http://www.bh.org.il/NAMES/POW/Marks.asp to http://www.bh.org.il/NAMES/POW/Marks.asp

When you have finished reviewing my changes, please set the checked parameter below to true to let others know.

As of February 2018, "External links modified" talk page sections are no longer generated or monitored by InternetArchiveBot. No special action is required regarding
these talk page notices, other than regular verification using the archive tool instructions below. Editors have permission to delete the "External links modified" sections if
they want, but see the RfC before doing mass systematic removals. This message is updated dynamically through the template {{sourcecheck}} (last update: 15 July 2018).

If you have discovered URLs which were erroneously considered dead by the bot, you can report them with this tool (https://tools.wmflabs.org/iabot/index.php?page=r
eportfalsepositive).
If you found an error with any archives or the URLs themselves, you can fix them with this tool (https://tools.wmflabs.org/iabot/index.php?page=manageurlsingle).

Cheers.—cyberbot II
Talk to my owner:Online 03:17, 18 January 2016 (UTC)

Hello fellow Wikipedians,

I have just added archive links to 11 external links on List of Jews born in the Russian Empire and the Soviet Union. Please take a moment to review my edit (https://en.wi
kipedia.org/w/index.php?diff=prev&oldid=705769614). If necessary, add {{cbignore}} after the link to keep me from modifying it. Alternatively, you can add
{{nobots|deny=InternetArchiveBot}} to keep me off the page altogether. I made the following changes:

Added archive https://web.archive.org/20080324075726/http://bnaibrith.org:80/pubs/bnaibrith/spring2006bbm/searchmeisters2.cfm to
http://bnaibrith.org/pubs/bnaibrith/spring2006bbm/searchmeisters2.cfm
Added archive https://web.archive.org/20120502071413/http://www.eastlondonhistory.com:80/bernard%20delfont.htm to
http://www.eastlondonhistory.com/bernard%20delfont.htm
Added archive https://web.archive.org/20081216075631/http://www.fsumonitor.com:80/stories/030702Russia.shtml to
http://www.fsumonitor.com/stories/030702Russia.shtml
Added archive
https://web.archive.org/20081216133015/http://www.jewishagency.org:80/JewishAgency/English/Home/About/Board+of+Governors/Members+of+the+BOG/Nevzlin.htm
to http://www.jewishagency.org/JewishAgency/English/Home/About/Board+of+Governors/Members+of+the+BOG/Nevzlin.htm
Added archive https://web.archive.org/20071104070835/http://www.jta.org:80/cgi-bin/iowa/news/article/ScientistandRussia.html to http://www.jta.org/cgi-
bin/iowa/news/article/ScientistandRussia.html
Added archive https://web.archive.org/20090131121742/http://www.jewishquarterly.org:80/article.asp?articleid=91 to http://www.jewishquarterly.org/article.asp?
articleid=91
Added archive https://web.archive.org/20080409163356/http://www.asm.org/ASM/files/CCLIBRARYFILES/FILENAME/0000000248/530787p366.pdf to
http://www.asm.org/ASM/files/CCLIBRARYFILES/FILENAME/0000000248/530787p366.pdf
Added archive https://web.archive.org/20081216123548/http://www.aip.org:80/pt/vol-57/iss-2/p53.html to http://www.aip.org/pt/vol-57/iss-2/p53.html
Added archive https://web.archive.org/20071110225346/http://leraauerbach.com:80/pages/profile_press.html to
http://www.leraauerbach.com/pages/profile_press.html
Added archive https://web.archive.org/web/20060603115539/http://www.jvibe.com/popculture/mila_kunis.shtml to http://www.jvibe.com/popculture/mila_kunis.shtml
Added archive https://web.archive.org/20100118150722/http://www.jafi.org.il:80/arts/2005/nov/3.htm to http://www.jafi.org.il/arts/2005/nov/3.htm

When you have finished reviewing my changes, please set the checked parameter below to true to let others know.

As of February 2018, "External links modified" talk page sections are no longer generated or monitored by InternetArchiveBot. No special action is required regarding
these talk page notices, other than regular verification using the archive tool instructions below. Editors have permission to delete the "External links modified" sections if
they want, but see the RfC before doing mass systematic removals. This message is updated dynamically through the template {{sourcecheck}} (last update: 15 July 2018).

If you have discovered URLs which were erroneously considered dead by the bot, you can report them with this tool (https://tools.wmflabs.org/iabot/index.php?page=r
eportfalsepositive).
If you found an error with any archives or the URLs themselves, you can fix them with this tool (https://tools.wmflabs.org/iabot/index.php?page=manageurlsingle).

Cheers.—cyberbot II
Talk to my owner:Online 13:26, 19 February 2016 (UTC)

Hello fellow Wikipedians,

I have just added archive links to 4 external links on List of Jews born in the Russian Empire and the Soviet Union. Please take a moment to review my edit (https://en.wik
ipedia.org/w/index.php?diff=prev&oldid=707694125). If necessary, add {{cbignore}} after the link to keep me from modifying it. Alternatively, you can add
{{nobots|deny=InternetArchiveBot}} to keep me off the page altogether. I made the following changes:

Added archive http://web.archive.org/web/20070410155344/http://bnaibrith.org:80/pubs/bnaibrith/spring2006bbm/searchmeisters2.cfm to
http://bnaibrith.org/pubs/bnaibrith/spring2006bbm/searchmeisters2.cfm
Added archive http://web.archive.org/web/20081216075201/http://www.eastlondonhistory.com:80/bernard%20delfont.htm to
http://www.eastlondonhistory.com/bernard%20delfont.htm
Added archive http://web.archive.org/web/20150705073539/http://www.jstor.org/view/00360341/ap000095/00a00030/0 to
http://www.jstor.org/view/00360341/ap000095/00a00030/0
Added archive http://web.archive.org/web/20070927190450/http://www.jta.org/cgi-bin/iowa/news/article/ScientistandRussia.html to http://www.jta.org/cgi-
bin/iowa/news/article/ScientistandRussia.html
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Added archive https://web.archive.org/web/20070216162949/http://www.ncsj.org:80/AuxPages/030104Fradkov.shtml to
http://www.ncsj.org/AuxPages/030104Fradkov.shtml
Corrected formatting/usage for http://www.library.taganrog.ru/res/book/bibliograficheskie_ukazateli/evrei.html
Added archive https://web.archive.org/web/20090905195740/http://www.pinn.net/~sunshine/whm2001/gordon.html to
http://www.pinn.net/~sunshine/whm2001/gordon.html
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reviewId=23364423 to http://www.thisislondon.co.uk/music/gig-23351811-details/Regina+Spektor/gigReview.do?reviewId=23364423
Added archive https://web.archive.org/web/20100420024035/http://www.jcc.org/articlenav.php?id=584 to http://www.jcc.org/articlenav.php?id=584
Added archive https://web.archive.org/web/20120406184654/http://www.jewishledger.com/articles/2004/12/08/news/on_the_cover/news03.txt to
http://www.jewishledger.com/articles/2004/12/08/news/on_the_cover/news03.txt
Added archive https://web.archive.org/web/20150429023935/http://www.yivoencyclopedia.org/article.aspx/Sport/Jews_in_Sport_in_the_USSR to
http://www.yivoencyclopedia.org/article.aspx/Sport/Jews_in_Sport_in_the_USSR
Added archive https://web.archive.org/web/20150429023935/http://www.yivoencyclopedia.org/article.aspx/Sport/Jews_in_Sport_in_the_USSR to
http://www.yivoencyclopedia.org/article.aspx/Sport/Jews_in_Sport_in_the_USSR
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Corrected formatting/usage for http://www.ncsj.org/AuxPages/030104Fradkov.shtml
Corrected formatting/usage for
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Added archive https://web.archive.org/web/20071103232827/http://findarticles.com/p/articles/mi_qn4158/is_19961223/ai_n14072795 to
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Added archive https://web.archive.org/web/20110826042451/http://www.municipal.co.il/pm/more.php?id=M116_0_1_0_M to http://www.municipal.co.il/pm/more.php?
id=M116_0_1_0_M
Corrected formatting/usage for http://www.thisislondon.co.uk/music/gig-23351811-details/Regina%2BSpektor/gigReview.do?reviewId=23364423
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